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Dear friends,
2022 is proving to be a fruitful year for Tormenta. During the last months, 
we have been working on many new titles, including fascinating non-
fiction, hilarious picture books and chapter books, gripping middle 
grade and young adult, and piercing graphic novels. We are happy to 
bring them to you, especially now that Spain is the Guest of Honour at 
the Frankfurt Book Fair. Please don’t hesitate to ask about translation 
grants included in the Spain Frankfurt 2022 program, and join us in 
this celebration of Spanish (and worldwide) creativity.
Long live books!
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The Great Book of Basketball NEW

Text: Jaime Valero.
Illustrations: Bea Tormo
Are you crazy about basketball? Yeah, you 
might know about the rules and the NBA, 
but... do you know everything there is to 
know?
Basketball is one of the most popular 
sports in the world. There are more and 
more international stars that inspire girls 
and boys, and some of the greatest victo-
ries are simply unforgettable.
This complete guide includes info about 
the origins of basketball, the most famous 
players and teams and the different ways 
of playing, also referring to diversity is-
sues and healthy habits.

Age: 8+
112 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· In a football-dominated world, this is the perfect gift for basketball 
lovers, both amateurs and experts.

· In August-September 2023, the FIBA Basketball World Cup will take place.

· Short, enjoyable texts with appealing, colourful illustrations.

Non-Fiction

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Boys and Girls that Made History NEW

By the History Gossip (Juan de Aragón)
Usually, school books are full of biographies of important 
adults... But what about children? Is there no kid who has 
done something amazing?
Of course there is! Throughout history, there have been 
loads of boys and girls who changed the world. Have you 
heard of the pharaoh Tutankhamun or the heroine Jeanne 
d’Arc? What about Mozart, the music genius? And Anne 
Frank, who wrote a famous diary?
In this book you will come to meet a great bunch of kids 
that surprised the world and proved something quite 
clearly: that children can change the world!

Age: 8+
80 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Portuguese (Portugal)
Preview | English sample available

· A graphic encyclopedia of the most unforgettable children in history, 
covering all fields, from medicine and science to arts, politics and war.

· The History Gossip is well known for his graphic historical books for 
children, and he is already being published in 5 languages.

How to Survive in... The Middle Ages NEW

By the History Gossip (Juan de Aragón)
If you think that History is boring, that’s because you don’t 
know it! Life in the past could be really complicated, with 
lurking dangers all around you. For example, take the Middle 
Ages: what about everlasting wars? What about famines 
and epidemics? What about abusive lords? Could you be 
able to survive?
Luckily, the History Gossip is here to help you! With this 
useful guide, you will learn all the tricks to infiltrate naturally 
in the Middle Ages and avoid all the threats that you can 
come across. Maybe you’ll even become a knight, start a 
business in the city or build a cathedral... and all that without 
losing your head!

Age: 10+
144 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish and Catalan (Edebé)

Polish (Nasza Księgarnia) NEW 
French (Larousse) NEW

Audio rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· Great historical rigour with black humour, in the style of Horrible Histories.

· Amusing texts with many illustrations (including comic strips) and 
interactive elements (labyrinths, seek-and-find...).

· The first series by the History Gossip, popular author and illustrator.

How to Survive in... Prehistory
How to Survive in... Ancient Rome
How to Survive in... Ancient Egypt (2023)

 La guía de supervivencia de           El Fisgón Histórico

LA PREHISTORIA
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Also in this series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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A Trip Through Lost Cities
By the History Gossip (Juan de Aragón)
This book takes us to history’s most incredible 
forgotten civilizations. How their people lived, 
their most popular legends, their historical 
figures…
With the help of the History Gossip, we’ll be able 
to sneak into the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, 
attend a ritual at Machu Picchu or see what it’s 
like to have fun in Angkor. Famous cities from 
the five continents, such as Pompeii or Troy, as 
well as the more mysterious ones, such as Birka 
or Tikal. Cities of great historical importance that 
haven’t reached our days but can be experienced 
through archaeology… and now through this 
book too.

Age: 8+
96 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· A fully illustrated book, with many details and funny gags, where the 
reader will discover the world’s most fascinating civilizations.

· A global perspective, covering different cultures from each continent.

· It includes interactive elements.

Escondida entre acantilados y profundas grietas en un lugar aparen-
temente desértico, nació Petra, conocida como «la ciudad de piedra».
Su emplazamiento no fue casual, ya que sus edificios ofrecían cobijo del 
intenso calor, agua, protección a sus habitantes y además era un lugar 
de paso estratégico para el comercio.

Petra se fundó en el siglo viii a. C. y resistió muchos intentos de con-
quista de pueblos extranjeros, hasta que los romanos se la anexionaron 
en el siglo iii d. C. La ubicación era tan recóndita que se abandonó en el 
siglo vii y no fue redescubierta ¡hasta 1812!

PETRA

Civilización: 
nabatea

Idioma:
nabateo

Población:
20 000

Moneda:
denario 
nabateo

Religión:
politeísmo

La entrada de la ciudad
Para llegar a la ciudad en sí, situada en un 
pequeño valle, el viajero debía llegar por un 
camino entre enormes paredes de roca que 
serpenteaba.

Los nabateos
Los nabateos eran un pueblo árabe origi-
nario de la región de Palestina que se esta-
bleció en Petra sobre el año 300 a. C. Lo 
hicieron huyendo de sus enemigos, que es-
taban comandados por Antígono I el Tuerto, 
un antiguo general de Alejandro Magno. 

El Tesoro del Faraón
Uno de los edificios más famosos es el 

Tesoro del Faraón. Cuenta con una fa-
chada de nada menos que 40 metros de 
alto, el equivalente a un edificio de trece 
plantas. Está decorada con columnas y 

esculturas representando a Isis, dio-
sa egipcia a la que también ellos 

adoraban.

Un legendario templo
Era el mausoleo del rey Aretas IV, aunque cuenta la 
leyenda que en su interior se escondió el fabuloso te-
soro de un faraón. Todavía queda mucho por desente-
rrar, así que ¿quién sabe?

Siglo viii a. C. 
fundación

Siglo vi a. C. 
ocupación por los nabateos

Siglo vi d. C. 
abandono

1812 d. C. 
redescubrimiento

Tunnels. Wonderful structures here and there
By Kiko Sánchez
Ever since Prehistory, humankind has digged tunnels in 
order to shorten long distances. In caves, under the sea, 
below great cities...
Did you know there’s a secret tunnel under the White House? 
Did you know that soviets tried to build a tunnel down to the 
centre of the Earth, which even today is the deepest of the 
world?
Tunnels shows us the most fascinating holes of the planet, 
from the most ancient excavations to the hadron collider, 
including lots of curious and surprising facts.
It can also be read as a “seek and find” book, as it includes a 
didactic activity in the end.

Age: 8+
48 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan (Juventud), Korean 

(Nermer) NEW, French (La Martinière) NEW

Preview | English sample available
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· Discover the greatest megaconstructions of engineering, with curious 
texts that will captivate readers of all ages.

· Elegant design and tasty illustrations, full of rigorous information.

· Sold in 4 languages.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Text: Pedro Riera. Illustrations: El Rubencio
The European Union is an important institution which 
affects greatly our daily life. It has an impact on the sugar 
on your soda, but also on bigger issues, such as the rights 
of migrant children. But what is the EU exactly, and why 
does it seem so far away?
Pedro Riera brings the institution closer to children, so it 
stops being something abstract and incomprehensible. 
He is not only a multi-awarded children’s and YA author, 
but also a current affairs writer and a tireless traveller. He 
has lived in conflicted countries and knows first-hand the 
importance of international cooperation.
What is the European Union? seeks to educate the 
europeans of the future, with rigour and critical thinking, 
while using humour and curiosities.

Age: 8+
64 pages approx., colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, Valencian NEW

Preview | English sample available

· An essential book to knock down European populist prejudice.

· The text invites young europeans to cooperate, by a multi-awarded 
author that has lived in multiple European countries.

· In 2023 it will be the European Union’s 30th anniversary.

What is the European Union?

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Text: Laura Vila. Illust.: Violeta Cano
Do you see how they move their little feet 
with the music?
This series seeks to accompany both babies 
and parents in the first 2 years of childhood, 
making daily life much more fun. Each book 
includes funny lyrics, beautiful illustrations 
and a QR code for the song to play.
Laura Vila, mom, writer and bookseller, is 
the author of the lyrics, and she took good 
care of making the songs entertaining for 
parents, as she knows that “they will have 
to repeath them until they are blue in the 
face”. Violeta Cano, awarded illustrator 
and  educator, completes the project with  
original illustrations.

Age: 6, 12, 18 months
12 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· Each title talks about a certain stage of early childhood, adapting to the 
usual needs of 6 to 24-month-old babies.

· The original text comes with an innovative graphic proposal and a QR 
code that allows the reader to play the song.

Little Feet (series) NEW

Board Books Let’s change the nappy! (6 months)
Kisses, kisses, kisses (6 months)

Discover the 
complete series:

Let’s go to the beach! (12 months)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Dawn NEW

Text: Raúl Minchinela.
Illustrations: Valentí Ponsa
Dawn is afraid of the dark. During the day, she sees 
everything around her and she can play with colours and 
reflections. But at night everything is dark...
Nevertheless, one day Dawn realizes that, if she switches 
on her little lamp, she can see the outline of her room... 
and that’s just the beginning! When she gets outside, 
she will discover that the night is full of fireflies that draw 
paintings and street lamps that create constelations 
inside the very city. It seems it is also possible to play with 
darkness!

Age: 3+
48 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· A tender tale to discover the magic of light and darkness through 
imagination.

· A unique picture book, perfect for the little ones that are struggling with 
their fear to the dark or anyone who has a taste for beauty.
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Picture Books

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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My Sticker NEW

Text: Pilar Redondo.
Illustrations: José Fragoso
Since I was born, I have always known that 
Mom, Dad and me make a great team. That’s 
why I like to spend all my time with them, even 
while they bathe, work or clean the house.
When I do that, they call me sweetly “my 
sticker”. I don’t really understand why, but 
everyone says that it fits me like a glove.

Age: 3+
48 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A funny and clever text about attachment and love between little kids 
and their parents, with a pinch of kind irony.

· Lovely, colourful illustrations by well-known José Fragoso, international 
illustrator.

Plantains and Bananas
Text: Ariadna Fleck.
Illustrations: Valentí Ponsa
This is the tale of a wise man who knew it all. He spent all 
his days shut in his house, trying to find something new to 
learn. But he found nothing; he already knew everything. So, 
one day, he decides to travel all around the world, looking for 
any new subject to study.
When he arrives in the jungle, he meets a silly monkey. This 
monkey knows nothing (he doesn’t even know the difference 
between a plantain and a banana)..., but, surprisingly, he will 
teach the wise man that there’s more to life than just what 
you can learn in books.

Age: 4+
32 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· A funny story about difference, friendship and helping one another.

· A text full of colourful and amusing illustrations, mixing naughty humour 
and tenderness.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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The Holidays of the Three Wizards
Text: Pablo C. Reyna.
Illustrations: Ignacio Hernández
Melchior, Caspar and Balthazar, known as the Three 
Wizards, have already finished giving presents to 
children all around the world, but they don’t want 
to rest! They have so much energy left, there are so 
many things they could do! For example, they could 
help in the stables, or in the mail office of their Palace-
Factory… But then something terrible happens: their 
magic starts failing! What are they going to do?
Maybe, if they went on a vacation, they could rest 
and recover… But, even then, nothing goes as 
expected.

Age: 4+
48 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A funny and tender tale about going to sleep on time.

· This book turns the figures of the Three Kings into less localized 
characters, to send a universal message that all kids will understand.

· “Like everything written by this author, this story is wonderful”. El País.

My Family is Special
Text: Anna Rayo.
Illustrations: Mónica Armiño.
All families are special, each in their own way.
Traditional families are now joined by new family models, 
such as families where parents are legally separated, 
families with same-sex parents, single-parent families... 
or even couples who do not want to have children.
A charming book showcasing all different types of 
families. Includes a look-and-find element in every page!
Recommended in Vogue Magazine.

Age: 3+
32 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, English NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A sweet compilation of all the different types of families that exist.

· The elaborate illustrations by Mónica Armiño show scenes full of warmth 
and love.

· Recently published in English.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Mr. Feesh
By José Fragoso
Mr. Feesh is not like the other fish. He has feet 
instead of a tail! He is always behind, he is not able 
to keep the pace of his friends. Being different 
sucks!
When a fishing boat catches them and takes 
them out of the water, it seems to be the end for 
the fish. Only then, Mr. Feesh will discover that 
his annoying feet can be very useful to save the 
others and become a hero!
A tale about pointing out the value of the 
difference, in order to make a better world.

Age: 3+
32 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A fresh and funny tale about accepting diversity and finding value in the 
difference.

· The setting also sends a subtle message about taking care of the ocean.

· José Fragoso is an international author and artist, well-known for his style.

Olivia Rainshine
By José Fragoso
Some people have a beaming sun right on 
top of their head, some have a tornado, 
some have a gust of wind... Olivia has a 
cloud pouring rain all over her head, and 
that’s because the play at school is keeping 
her really worried. Will she do well? Did she 
rehearse enough?
A quick glance around is enough to see that 
everyone in the city is carrying their own 
cloud. But, sometimes, just like in real life, 
once the clouds are gone... you can see the 
sun!

Age: 3+
32 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish, Comp. Chinese
Preview | English sample available

· Children also have mood swings, and they will probably find themselves 
in the pages of this unique book.

· It includes a glosary about weather phenomena.

· “Delightful”, El País.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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How 7 Went Mad
Text: Bram Stoker.*
Illustrations: Eugenia Ábalos
If you think that maths are complicated or dull, this is the 
book for you!
In this fun story, Bram Stoker, famous author of Dracula, 
invites us to the world of numbers. Tineboy is not very good 
at learning multiplications, specially when the number 7 
is involved. But one day he will dream about how the world 
would be like without the number 7, and he will learn that 
every number is necessary.

*The text is in the public domain.

Age: 5+
56 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A funny tale about numbers, that teaches us something that seems 
impossible: to love maths!

· Written by Bram Stoker, famous author of Dracula, and illustrated by 
prestigious Eugenia Ábalos.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Pete Saurus 2. The Mammothon NEW

By Pablo C. Reyna
The children of Atapuerca, that is, the first children 
in the world, are really excited: after many years, the 
Mammothon is coming back to town!
Pete Saurus, Mona Sapiens and Nian Dertal are also 
looking forward to the race. Sadly, they can’t participate 
in it because they have no mount... But they will have 
to go behind one of the participants, the Great Périgord, 
when he leaves his hairpiece behind. Little do they know 
what awaits them along the way!

Age: 6+
128 pages, bitone or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· Welcome to the birth of a new superhero: a kid that can turn into 
dinosaurs!

· A funny way of learning about Prehistory, with humorous explanations.

· Dinamic and expressive illustrations that complement the text.

Book 1: A Prehistoric Mischief

Book 2: The Mamothon

Book 3: The Great Frost (2023)Chapter Books
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Discover the complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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The Magic Rescuers 10. The Forbidden Book NEW

Text: Sabrina Catdoor. Illus: David Sierra Listón
Grandma Amelia is a very famous writer. Lucas, Zoe and 
Marina can’t wait to read her last book, but, when they 
attend the presentation in a bookshop, strange things 
start happening.
Talking encyclopedias, pages that lift from the floor... and 
some naughty creatures that want to cause chaos in the 
event. Anyone would say the bookshop is haunted! Will 
the Magic Rescuers solve it before anyone notices that 
there is magic behind it all?

Age: 6+
104 pages, colour or BW
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, Basque NEW, 

Galician NEW, Russian NEW

Audio rights sold: Spanish (Audible) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· The perfect collection for children starting to read on their own, 
combining imaginative adventures and lifelong values.

· Sold in 5 languages.

· More than 50,000 copies sold in Spain in 2 years.
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Book series:

1. The Door to Imaginaria

2. The Upside Down Birthday

3. The Enchanted School

4. The Pirate Camp

5. The Secret Potion

6. The Ice Castle

7. The Magic Olympiads

8. The Forest of Snipes

9. The Wonderful Toaster

10. The Forbidden Book

11. Title to be revealed

Companion books:

· The 100 Challenges of the 
Magic Rescuers (Activity Book)

· A Journey to the Centre of 
the Magic (long story in special 

edition, coming soon)

· Title to be revealed (another 

long story in special edition, 

coming soon)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-1
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-7
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-3
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-6
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-2
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-5
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-4
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-1
https://www.tormentalibros.com/en/books/the-magic-rescuers-2
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Sirenia (series)
Text: Tyna Waterfall. Illustrations: Luján Fernández
Lulaby, Triton and Actea are three inseparable mer-folk. 
Together with Hipo, their pet, they love to have fun in Salty 
City, where they live.
During a field trip to the city park, they accidentally get 
separated from their group and come across some seaweed 
thieves. They want to destroy the sea’s source of oxygen! 
But after finding a magic pendant, everything will change. 
Once our merfolk get magic powers, no one will be able to 
stop them. Become a supermermaid and save the ocean!

Age: 6+
104 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

4948

—¡Remolinos! —chilló—. ¿¡Qué me 

ha pasado!?

Hipo se asomó por detrás de la esta-

tua de Forkus y se acercó lentamente. 

Lulaby lo abrazó.

—Tranquilo, amigo. Soy yo, Lulaby. 

¡Aunque no parezco la misma!

La sirenita estaba desconcertada. Lo 

último que recordaba era que estaba 

persiguiendo la auto-ballena para res-

catar a sus amigos. De pronto chocó con 

la estatua y… ¡se había transformado! 

¿Estaría alucinando a causa del golpe?

—Espero no haberme vuelto loca.

Hipo hizo un gesto que parecía decir: 

«Ya estabas loquita antes». Lulaby le 

sacó la lengua.

La sirenita reparó que su armadura 

y la de Forkus eran idénticas. Si fuese a 

Book 1: The Power of the 
Magic Seashell

Book 2: The Spell of the 
Sparkly Fishes

· A colourful series in a wholly underwater world.

· Mermaids are the latest trend. New The Little Mermaid remake coming.

· A new version of superhero stories. 

The Croquette Thief
Text: Pedro Riera. Illustrations: Bea Tormo
In this family, they have a real passion por 
croquettes. But sometimes great passions 
can lead to great conflicts... specially when 
the traitor lives in your own home!
“I’ll never forget the day we found out there 
was a croquette thief among us. The thing 
with croquette thieves is that they’re not as 
easy to spot as, say, vampires or mummies. 
And by the time you find out who they are, it’s 
too late. Your croquettes are doomed! For a 
croquette thief it’s never enough to just steal 
your croquettes. They’ll even eat them right in 
front of you, much to your dismay!”

Age: 5+
72 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· Loads of humour and cartoonish illustrations.

· Talks in a hilarious way about wars between siblings.

· It includes the definitive croquette recipe.

Discover the 
complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Animal Detectives (series)
Text: Wof Can. Illustrations: David Navarro
My name is Wof Canis and I’m the best detective in the 
world... and I also have got two left feet. She is Minnie 
Felina: martial arts specialist, co-worker... and enemy! 
Who would ever think to put a cat and a dog working 
together?
Our first job will lead us to Australia, where a mythological 
monster is terrorizing the animals. An animal with a 
beak? And with webbed feet, too? Who, moreover, spits 
poison? This mystery is a crazy puzzle and we’re going 
to solve it.

Age: 6+
128 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Russian
Preview | English sample available

Book 1: Monstrous 
Mystery in Australia

Book 2. The Mystery of 
the Haunted Hive

Book 3. The Search of 
the Polar Unicorn

Book 4. The Bermuda 
Squared Circle

· The most funny combination for a detective agency: a cat and a dog.

· A different country in each book, including fun facts about local animals.

· Colourfully illustrated.

School Mayhem (series)
Text: Hugo Tormenta. Illustrations: Clara Soriano
Anything could happen before the bell rings! 
Adrian discovers a little hole beside his desk and starts stuffing 
into it all the papers and trash he can get his hands on. But 
the hole compresses everything so much that it provokes a 
miniature Big Bang that turns the school inside out and brings 
even NASA to investigate. What a mayhem!
Synopsis for book 2: Since it is forbidden to swear in class, Blanca 
invents a funny new expression... but a misunderstanding 
results in a war with the school across the street and separates 
the city with a wall.

Age: 7+
144 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

Book 1: Adrian makes 
a Big Bang

Book 2: Blanca and 
the Barbarians

· Nonsensical humorous stories, set in a typical primary school that 
readers will easily recognize as their own.

· Each book explores a different topic (universe, language) and includes an 
info sheet at the end, with fun facts.

Discover the 
complete series:

Discover the 
complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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S.T.A.R.S. 1. The Academy of Our Dreams NEW

Text: Mairena Ruiz. Illustrations: Lara Pickle
Ali is excited: after participating in an online challenge with one 
of her choreographies, she has been sent to an Academy in 
London, where she will have to prepare with other girls for the 
final selection. The four selected girls will form a girl band!
It’s a real challenge, and it’s the first time that Ali parts from 
home, but she will have the support of Tara, a Nigerian girl with 
a great voice, and River, a teen star from the US. Not all her 
classmates are so kind, though; for example, Sun-hee, a K-pop 
apprentice that doesn’t seem to get on with anyone except 
River (but because River likes everyone).
Things will only get complicated when some girls start having 
little accidents that get them desqualified. But what if... they’re 
not just accidents? Is there someone behind all this? And will Ali 
and her friends solve the mystery while following their dream?

Age: 9+
168 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Portuguese (Portugal), 

Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· A thrilling collection for aspiring music stars and anyone who has a dream.

· Combines mystery and humour with deep, relatable young characters.

· A girl gang with no sexist stereotypes and including diversity values.

· 4 books confirmed.

Book 1: The Academy of Our Dreams
Book 2: Time to ShineMiddle Grade

Book 3: Crazy World Tour
Book 4: Lights, Camera, Action!

Discover the 
complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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After-School Detectives (series) NEW

By Enrique Carlos Martín
Ms. X, famous investigator, is going through a rough patch. 
Since she was stung by the nap fly, she can’t solve a mystery 
without falling asleep in the middle of the crime scene. And 
everything gets worse when, due to a misunderstanding, 
she starts teaching in after-school activities.
Anyway, while she is not a normal teacher, her pupils aren’t 
normal students either. Lena, Alex, Bruna and Henry soon 
decide to turn the after-school course into a detective 
agency, where Ms. X will be able to get her prestige back 
while the children have fun solving mysteries.

Age: 8+
250 pages approx., colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

· A combination of text and graphic puzzles for detective fans; each 
chapter ends with a graphic mystery that the reader will have to solve! 

· Tricky cases in daily life settings, full of humour and witty clues.

· 4 titles confirmed.

P. Pen Against Everyone NEW

Text: Pablo C. Reyna. Illustrations: Beatriz Castro
Penelope is a gypsy girl that dreams of becoming a journalist.  
That’s why, right in the beginning of the school year, she joins 
the News Bulletin.
Where everyone else sees unimportant matters, she sees cases 
to investigate. That’s how she will discover that someone is 
plotting with stolen exams and provoking general passing 
grades. Penelope and her best friend Ruben will have to face the 
others as in An Enemy of the People (the play by Ibsen). All that 
while strange things continue happening in the building on the 
other side of the road, the Ministry of Science.
Who is behind the stolen exams? Is there a connection with the 
new mysterious source of energy that they talk about on TV? 
And, above all: can a girl discover the bombshell of the year?

Age: 9+
240 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A tribute to journalism, combining mystery and humour.

· Committed to diversity, this book shows a positive perspective of gypsy 
communities and includes trans representation. 

· Pablo C. Reyna is a well-known and prolific children’s author.

Book 1: The Mysterious Switch in the Library
Book 2: The Mysterious Antique Shop
Book 3: The Mysterious Disappearance in the Mall
Book 4: The Mysterious Summer Camp
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Dragon Races 1. Flames and Spells NEW

By J. T. Lekunberri
Alaia lives in the Warts, a rocky region where nothing ever 
happens. A 13-year-old orphan, she thinks her future will 
consist of taking care of the flock of pigsheep of the Stinks, 
the horrible family with whom she lives.
At least, until a mysterious sword falls from the sky and 
breaks the roof of the pigsty. Where does it come from? 
Whose is it?
The girl will go on a journey that will take her to the Drain, a 
sinister underground world. There she will compete with a 
young dragon called Panpox to get the golden turkey. But 
this tournament is no game, and the pair will have to fight 
agains hunters, mercenaries, witches and other unexpected 
rivals. All that while a patrol of dragons tries to hunt down 
Panpox, who has a hidden past, and with the mystery of the 
Spectre at the background.

Age: 10+
224 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A thrilling combination of How to Train Your Dragon and Wacky Races.

· A race to win and a mystery to solve in each adventure (3 titles).

· A story about friendship in a hostile world, full of dangerous enemies.

Llamas y Hechizos

J. T. Lekunberri

Book 1: Flames and Spells

Book 2: Magic and Sulphur

Book 3: Claws and Curses

Astrogames 2. The Mystery of the Minotaurs NEW

Text: Leo Bican. Illustrations: Pablo Broseta
What if you mixed football and capture the flag, adding lasers? 
Then you’d have astroball, the best space sport of the universe!
The first intergalactic match of the Roughstones is in Krete, 
a planet inhabited by bull-aliens. Bico and his team have 
never faced a harder challenge. The worst is that the field is 
a labyrinth that changes each time you take a step. Join the 
most unpredictable sport competition in the galaxy!

Age: 8+
192 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, Basque NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A crazy mixture between quidditch and mystery, adding some Greek 
mythology for this second title.

· A diverse group of friends, with unique characters.

· Original and attractive illustrations, full of humour.

Book 1: Match Among Junk

Book 2: The Mystery of the Minotaurs

Book 3: Aquatic Mystery (2022)

Book 4: The Team of the Illusionists (2023)

Discover the complete series:

Discover the 
complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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The Creature of the Forest
By Pedro Riera
Every first crescent moon of summer, the kids of the village used 
to go inside the forest, always in groups, to search for the creature 
that they called “Big Monster”. It became a kind of ritual, which made 
children feel older and helped them face their fears. Nevertheless, the 
year of the 30th anniversary of this tradition, something happened 
in the forest; something unexpected and violent that destroyed the 
calm of the village. An event that would change the life of a kid forever.
This kid’s name was Mathias. He was 10 years old and, according to his 
father, he was too imaginative. This is his story.

Age: 12+
362 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A chilling story written with the skill of a multi-awarded author.

· A novel about growing up, full of mystery.

· Winner of El Templo de las Mil Puertas award to the best standalone novel.

The Legend of the Forest With No Name
By Pedro Riera
According to the legend, once there was a forest where several 
animals of different species lived in harmony. They had had to run 
away from the desolation that surrounded them, leaving hunger, war, 
incomprehension, treason and likely death behind. In this forest, their 
inhabitants found respect and equality.
Nowadays, the animals still tell their children about this legend, and they 
also proclaim that the protagonists of the story survived everything, 
even the attack of their enemies. But is it true? Can we believe the whole 
legend of the forest with no name? If you want to find out, you will have 
to join Homer the deer, Abel the mite, Basile the raven, Merak the mouse 
and all of their friends in this thrilling journey to the forest with no name.

Age: 9+
300 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (audio, Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A deep story about animals in search of hope.

· An unforgettable adventure that celebrates the difference, welcoming 
justice, solidarity and friendship.

Kazaam Valley 2. Let’s Save the Magic-Con! NEW

Text: María Rubio. Illustrations: Bea Tormo
Coco is losing her mind. This year the Magic-Con is going 
to be celebrated in Kazaam Valley. In case you don’t know, 
it’s the COOLEST wizard convention in the universe. Just 
picture it: witches, fairies and magicians from everywhere, 
spell demonstrations, fantastic animals... and waffle stands!
But, if the Magic-Con is delirious, the way that Coco messes 
it up there is just EPIC. Really, it’s so dodgy... that is puts the 
whole valley in danger!
Now, to save Kazaam, Coco will have to go on a journey, 
full of dangers and adventures, with Ham, a super powerful 
witch called Glinda and a goat.
Yes, that’s right. A goat.
So you know: get ready for anything!

Age: 8+
144 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan
Preview | English sample available

Cover tobe revealed

· Magic, mystery and loads of LOL.

· María Rubio, scriptwriter from Cartoon Network, continues amazing 
readers with witty humour and crazy adventures.

· Combines masterfully Adventure Time with Harry Potter.

TBA

Book 1: A Magic Mischief

Book 2: Let’s Save the Magic-Con!

Book 3: Raining Bananas (2023)

Discover the complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Mystery Gamers (series)
Text: J. X. Avern. Illustrations: Anna Franquesa
The Mystery Gamers are the most popular gamer team in the 
virtual world. They combine their skills to solve any mission 
before their rivals!
Nevertheless, the new season of their favourite videogame,  
set in an Eastern world, will be a difficult challenge for them.  
Samurais and robots, races in the craziest vehicles... This time, 
they will mess it up since the begining and they  will find that 
they are not the first ones in the ranking..., but unexpectedly 
they will get the possibility to change that, thanks to a 
mysterious package that shows a sinister emoji of a monkey. 
Who is helping them? What’s more: can they trust them... or is 
it a trap?

Age: 9+
200 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan (La Galera)
Audio rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· An online and gamer version of the Famous Five.

· Solving mysteries hint by hint, in the style of Sherlock Holmes, but in a 
virtual setting, full of technological wonders!

· This second title reflects about justice and trusting your friends.

Book 1: The Case of the 
Scarlet Pixel

Book 2: The Case of the 
Sinister Emoji

2

J. X. 
Avern

J. X. Avern

el cAso del
eMoJI SInIesTro

The Contest of the Grandparents
Text: Pablo C. Reyna. Illustrations: Eugenia Ábalos
They say the northern wind of the valley brings misfortune. 
Will its inhabitants manage to get away from the old curse?
Kiko, Angi, Tono and Carmen are the Urbanites, the kids of the 
housing area. With the aim of bringing the youth of the valley 
together, the city council organizes a contest between the 
four groups of friends: the Rurals, the Locals, the Urbanites 
and the Outsiders. But, instead of uniting them, this contest 
will provoke a huge rivalry. 
This time, the mayor wants the groups to participate alongside 
their grandparents. But there is a little problem: none of 
the Urbanites has grandparents. There are no old people in 
the housing area. So they post an ad on the Internet to find 
candidates. Kiko, Angi and the rest will discover that there are 
no perfect families.

Age: 8+
168 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

Cover tobe revealed

· A rural story about the different meanings of having a family, both if it is 
related by blood or not.

· A humorous tribute to grandparents by Pablo C. Reyna, well-known 
children’s author and finalist of El Barco de Vapor award.

Discover the 
complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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The Adventures of Thor (series)
Text: Erik Tordensson. Illustrations: Valentí Ponsa
Thor and Loki have made Odin mad again, who bans them 
from auditioning to become Gods.
But instead of sitting back and doing nothing about it, they 
embark on an adventure across different worlds to prove 
their power? all while unexpectedly becoming protagonists 
of several myths.
After getting hold of a chariot and a few goats, they travel 
to the country of giants to get their hammer back. Luckily, 
they’ll have Freya by their side, another aspiring Goddess 
who’ll refuse to take the cutesy role the myths have reserved 
for her.

Age: 8+
224 pages, bitone or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Penguin Random H.), 

Brazilian Portuguese (LeYa)  NEW, 
Turkish (Parola)  NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A middle grade series full of humour and thrilling adventures. 

· It combines Norse Myths with funny cartoonish illustrations, in the style 
of Diary of a Wimpy Kid.

· Published in 3 languages.

Book 1: The Quest of the Hammer

Book 2: Loki’s Escape

Book 3: The Battle of the Ragnarök

The Chasers 3. The Battle of the Clans NEW

By Mara Blefusco
The chasers are tiny creatures that have lived hiding from 
humans for many years, but this could end very soon. After 
finding out about their origins and the role of the LAEXHU 
laboratories, who have been pursuing them, the different 
chasers’ clans will have to face a dangerous war, where they 
will battle against more than one enemy.
Sasa, our young adventurer, alongside her family and her 
friends, will have to take part in the last battle. But this time 
consequences will be forever. After the outcome, nothing will 
ever be the same.

Age: 8+
228 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Tinturas)
Audio rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A thrilling trilogy that deals with complex topics, such as human 
experimentation or the ethics of war, in an understandable way for kids.

· This story mixes serious matters with witty, strong characters.

· An epic last battle for a story full of action, friendship and betrayal.

L a batalla de los clanes

Mara Blefusco

3

Book 1: The Hidden City

Book 2: The Secret Power

Book 3: The Battle of the Clans

Discover the 
complete series:

Discover the complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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The House of  Dragons
Text: Pablo C. Reyna. Illustrations: Mónica Armiño
Marcos is obsessed with the book series Dragon Races. 
However, he can’t find the final installment anywhere. For 
some unknown reason, the author J. T. Lekunberri hasn’t 
published the book.
The boy will have to go in search of the writer in order to 
find out why he stopped writing and help him pick up the 
story where he left off. An exciting story in which the limits 
of reality and fantasy become intertwined and give way to a 
friendship between a writer and a reader that will go beyond 
the pages of the books that bind them.
A novel that mixes realism and fantasy with more deep and 
delicate topics, such as inspiration and depression.

Age: 9+
156 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A mixture of realism and fantasy that deals with the topic of depression 
(mental health is an unusual subject in children’s books).

· Finalist of the prestigious middle grade award El Barco de Vapor.

· Shortlisted in the Honour List elaborated by IBBY of Spain, 2019.

Surprise President (series)
Text: Sara Cano. Illustrations: Eugenia Ábalos
Martha is a normal 13-year-old girl. She lives in Betulia, 
a minuscule country where nothing exciting ever 
happens. She likes normal things for her age and politics 
has always seemed like a total bore to her until one day, 
in a fight with her arch rival at school, she decides to run 
for class president.
But the election for class president is at the same 
time as the national presidential election, and a 
misunderstanding leads the inhabitants of Betulia, fed 
up with the same old politicians, to vote in mass for 
Martha as the country’s first president.

Age: 8+
256 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, Korean, 

Turkish NEW

Preview | English sample available

· Published in four languages.

· The first girl president in the world! An inconformist main character who 
will remind readers of Greta Thunberg.

· Sara Cano’s humour is beloved by middle grade readers.

Book 1: Surprise President

Book 2: Truly Unruly

Discover the 
complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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The Terror Files 3. The Video Game of Panic NEW

Text: J. X. Avern. Illustrations: X. Bonet, A. Franquesa
Horror stories have changed!
Martha, Luke, Claudia and Frederick are really good friends, 
and they love playing online. In fact, they are about to play 
their favourite video game, Terror Night, during Halloween 
night. Not even the director of their high school, who has just 
confiscated their phones, will darken their mood.
But when they get in the game, they realize that there are no 
monsters over there. After looking for enemies for a while, 
they leave the game, only to realize... that the monsters of 
the video game have jumped to the other side. Now the real 
world is full of monsters, and the four friends will have to work 
together in order to send them back to the virtual world.  

Age: 8+
160 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW, 

Korean, Russian NEW

Preview | English sample available

Book 1: The Virtual Ghost

Book 2: The Curse of the Roller Skates

Book 3: The Video Game of Panic

Book 1: The Enigma of the Fluorescent Unicorns

Book 2: The Enigma of the Know-It-All Sphinx

Book 3: The Enigma of the Vengeful Dragon

· Chilling horror middle grade stories with doses of humour and relevant 
social messages; for example, against bullying, consumerism, etc. 

· A kind of Black Mirror for children, that warns about the dangers of 
misusing technology.

Fantasyburg (series)
Text: Daniel Drac. Illustrations: Bea Tormo
Fantasyburg is the secret city of all fantastic creatures: here 
dragons, unicorns, mummies, werewolves, mermaids, all live 
together peacefully... and they get along just fine without 
humans sticking their noses into their lives. That’s how it’s 
been for centuries, until a misunderstanding at JobSearch.
com leads a new family to the city.
Tania is a fan of fantasy stories. Gon is used to being the 
most popular in class. But neither is prepared for life in a 
fantastic city. And even less when a strange illness turns 
the city upside down: unicorns start suffering from rainbow 
flatulence, they levitate at midnight and their skin turns 
fluorescent... Tania and Gon will have 24 hours to find the 
cure and save the city... so they can stay in Fantasyburg, 
their new home.

Age: 7+
192 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, French, Korean
Preview | English sample available

· A hilarious parody of traditional fantasy, in the style of Shrek and 
Onward.

· Behind the mysterious main plot, it deals with topics such as acceptance 
of the difference and the search for a home.

Discover the complete series:
Discover the complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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MultiCosmos (series)
Text: Pablo C. Reyna. Illustrations: Luján Fernández
Attention all Cosmics: MULTICOSMOS IS IN GRAVE DANGER!
The end of the Internet is near. Goodbye to cat videos, multi-
player games and emojis. The Masters of the virtual universe 
have taken over the planet and are intent on crushing their 
rivals, both on the Internet and in real life.
The only ones who can stop them in their tracks are three 
kids who will have to embark upon a dangerous mission: 
penetrate the depths of the secret base of MultiCosmos, 
discover unimaginable secrets, and travel through time. Are 
they prepared for the final adventure?

Age: 8+
256 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

Phone game available for  
promotional purposes:

http://multicosmos.tormentalibros.com

· Vivid online adventures by popular author Pablo C. Reyna.

· A page-turner, full of action and turns of events.

· It includes interactive puzzles, inviting the reader to get involved.

How to Succeed on the Internet in 7 Days
Text: David Gamero. Illustrations: Valentí Ponsa
David Gamero used to have a normal 11-year-old kid life. 
Normal grades at school, normal friends, and normal looks.
His sister Angie, one year older than him, is used to being 
the star of the house, but everything changes when the 
two of them start competing to make the best video on 
the Internet... and David becomes a viral sensation, much 
to his dismay. What happend with the cat really WAS an 
accident! Seriously!
This isn’t just the story of this year’s top youtuber: it’s also 
a step-by-step manual that anyone can follow to become 
a successful youtuber in just 7 days.

Age: 8+
228 pages, bitone or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Korean
Preview | English sample available

· Diary of a Wimpy Kid meets YouTube in this hilarious parody.

· A story full of crazy twists and funny characters, perfect for youtuber fans.

· An standalone novel by the same team of The Adventures of Thor.

Book 1: Pixelated Virtual Adventures

Book 2: Trapped Without Wi-Fi

Book 3: Drone Rebellion

Book 4: A Space-Time Mess

Discover the complete series:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
http://multicosmos.tormentalibros.com
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Penelope Quills 1. The Lost Mermaid
Text: Victoria Álvarez. Illustrations: Judit Mallol
While the city of Oxford prepares for Christmas, Penelope 
Quills dreams of just one thing: studying marine wildlife. At 
the age of 14, she spends her life among stuffed animals 
and fossils in the Museum of Curiosities owned by her 
family. But the winter of 1874 brings more than just snow.
Not far off the coast of Cornwall, some fishermen have 
caught something unusual: a mermaid. Exhibiting such 
a creature promises the museum owners guaranteed 
success, but they are not the only ones interested in the 
discovery.
Penelope soon learns it’s no coincidence that her new 
friend Glauco is on land. Meanwhile, in the depths of the 
ocean, the army of New Atlantis prepares to face its worst 
enemy.

Age: 10+
300 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A perfect series for Rick Riordan fans, mixing history, myths and 
adventure.

· Mermaids are always a popular trend among fantasy readers.

· A strong, independent female protagonist that will charm readers.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Olympitis NEW

Text: Rafa Ordoñez.
Illustrations: José Fragoso
The Olympiads are thrilling and exciting... 
but they can be hilarious too! With this 
comic strips, you will discover all the crazy 
twists that can happen in the world of 
sports... and maybe you’ll have stiffness 
from laughing too!

48 pages, colour
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· Witty jokes set in the world of the Olympic Games.

· Illustrations by José Fragoso combine perfectly with the texts, giving an 
extra pinch of fun and crazy to the book.

Comic / Graphic Novel

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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I Feel Awful, Thanks

208 pages, colour or B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, French (Hachette) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A delicate graphic novel about mental health, full of sensitivity and 
humour, in a fantasy setting.

· @larapickle has more than 42K followers on Instagram.

· Spanish version to be published in Spain, Argentina and Mexico.

Captain Lentil NEW

By Jorge Campos
In outer space, in a galaxy not far away, there is a peculiar 
planet: the Great Lentil. It has the shape of a lentil, lots of 
lentils grow on its surface and its inhabitants, the lentilers, 
eat this food very often.
Knowing this, no one is surprised by Captain Lentil’s 
superpower: stinky farts, so stinky that they could knock 
down a mammoth.
The people in the Great Lentil are really excited: for the 
first time in centuries, they will send a spaceship (shaped 
as a lentil, of course) to explore the universe. And the 
heroes in charge of this huge adventure are Captain Lentil 
and Rufino, his squire cat (who is a little picky). They will 
travel to planet Earth, a planet which is suffering a terrible 
drought. Then, our protagonists will have to discover the 
mystery behind this... that is, if they are able to stop farting 
for a while.

62 pages, colour
Rights sold: Galician
Preview | English sample available

· A superhero with an inusual secret power: farts!

· Irreverent humour mixed with space adventures and mystery.

· Appealing illustrations by Jorge Campos, reminding of One Piece style.

By Lara Pickle

Joana is excited: her dream is finally coming true. She has 
been hired by a coven in London, her favourite city, where 
she will dedicate herself to the creation of potions, her 
favourite activity!

Nevertheless, when she arrives in town, she sees that reality 
is not what she thought. Although she loves her job and has 
spent years dreaming about it, Joana isn’t feeling well. She 
is sad. She feels lost. Why? Shouldn’t she be happy? This is 
her dream! But, no matter how much she repeats that to 
herself, Joana realizes that she is losing strength. And her 
fears threaten to bring her down... until she starts seeing a 
psychologist, and, thanks to her, gets to know herself.

This is how Joana begins a long process, where she will learn 
to love herself in another way and understand her inner 
“dragons”, her emotions, which don’t seem to want to leave 
her alone.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Remind Me Why I Died NEW

By Chiki Fabregat
Naim doesn’t want to admit that he is in love with Claudia. He has spent 
the last sixteen years watching her and, almost unintentionally, he has 
loved her for a long time. The problem is that Naim has also spent the 
last sixteen years dead. He is not a ghost, nor an angel. He lives in a grey 
limbo, with other suicidals (or “rems”, as they call themselves) and Ros, 
the fallen angel that takes care of them all.
But everything changes when Claudia dies and turns it all upside down. 
Naim will have to confront himself and remember why and how he died 
in order to save Claudia...

Suicide, Mystery, Fantasy, Romance 
184 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (DNX)
Audio rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· An stunning novel about teen suicide, dealt with great sensitivity.

· Movie option with Kreiworks Entertainment (Australia).

· Chiki Fabregat is the latest winner of the prestigious Gran Angular award.

The Girl That Wanted To Be A Turtle NEW

By Pedro Riera
In Yemen, an international aid worker is part of a project to save a 
community of turtles. They take care of them while the animals spawn 
and they protect them until they go back to the sea.
In the distance, a girl sees it all and wishes to be a turtle. At least that way 
somebody would worry about her.
The relationship between the family of the aid worker and the girl 
gets strengthens, so the family decides to support her and pay for her 
education in the coming years. Until her teenage years, when war knocks 
on the door of the family and the two worlds, Yemen and Spain, come 
across in order to save the Yemenis from the bombs sent by a Spanish 
company.

International conflicts, Friendship, Solidarity 
184 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· This testimony of the cruelty of war brings conflicts closer to readers 
and stands as a strong antimilitarist statement.

· Pedro Riera, multi-awarded author, has lived in several European countries 
in conflict and pours his first-hand knowledge in this sensitive novel.Young Adult

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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Dream Travellers NEW

By Marina Tena Tena
This is the story of Lazarus, a fourteen-year-old boy that has the ability 
to travel through the dreams of others. It’s precisely in these dreams 
where he meets his best friend: Tana. But things get complicated 
when two events happen: the first is that he meets Tana in real life, 
and happens to be so different that could as well be a perfect stranger 
to him. The second (and worst) is that the kids fall in such a heavy 
sleep that they are not able to escape... and it begins to consume 
them day and night.

Fantasy, Adventure, Horror, Dreams
250 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan (La Galera)
Audio rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· This chilling novel reflects brilliantly on the eternal question: do we really 
get to know other people?

· An unusually dark adventure where friendship acquires great relevance.

They’ll Cry My Name NEW

By Manu Carbajo
Nino is a teenager that feels invisible. The only thing that makes others 
notice him is his passion for chemistry; he has become a prodigy in 
science before even getting to university.
When he sees that, with the end of the school year, the group he has 
with his friends Leti and Henry is going to fall apart, Nino decides he 
doesn’t want to be shy anymore. He’s fed up with people mocking him.
That’s why, using his chemistry knowledge, he creates a substance 
that disinhibits him, turning Nino into Him, a new person that stands 
his ground and triumphs in social networks.
Of course, controlling Him won’t be easy... And suddenly Nino will realize 
that it’s Him who controls Nino, and not the other way round.

Thriller, Social networks, Friendship, Identity
250 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A modern Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, which deals with the social struggles 
of teenagers.

· A gripping story, perfect for thriller readers.

Storm of Magic and Ash NEW

Globe NEW

By Mairena Ruiz
Ovette is a country divided by their way of understanding magic. While 
in the south they think that magic comes from nature and must be used 
carefully, in the north they feel entitled to use it as it pleases them. Ai-
leen Dunn, raised in the south, doesn’t want to be part of the discussion. 
But, in order to finish her thesis, she will need the help of Luther Moore, 
one of the Northern figures that participated in the Two Nights’ War, 
which set the two halves of Ovette one against the other.
Complicated as it may seem, Aileen and Luther will begin to understand 
each other, but then she will discover that the Government has been 
hiding information and a new war might be close. Now Aileen will have 
to decide who to trust and how to keep history from repeating itself.

By Alba Quintas Garciandia
In Globe, nothing matters as much as theatre. Since the apparition of 
the so-called First Actor, many centuries ago, comedy and tragedy 
have been the only gods of the city. And also since then, theatre has 
become an obsession.
Everything is ready for the opening of the Red Theatre, which will 
host the new play by William Stein, interpreted by the company of the 
Gust. It is a long-awaited event, so the city is shaken when the truth 
is discovered: all the members of the company have been murdered.
While this crime is investigated, the company of the Watchmen will have 
to put on Stein’s play... Because in Globe the show must always go on.

Romance, Friendship, Fantasy, Politics, War 
184 pages, B/W
Originally published in Spanish
Preview | English sample available

Fantasy, Theatre, Mystery, Murder
250 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English sample available

· A thrilling political plot and a passionate love story set in a fantasy world, 
where a republican government rules from castles and balls.

· Mairena Ruiz, scriptwriter and novelist, tells this unique story with a 
fast-paced style and complex characters.

· Finalist for the I Premio La Caixa/Plataforma, this is an original novel by 
Alba Quintas, winner of the Jordi Sierra i Fabra award.

· “A novel with shakespearian glimmer that mixes theatre and fantasy in a 
brand new way in young adult literature”. Francesc Miralles, writer.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvXBW178_vY8JGCQaZb74EQWpD_5Sjo8
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· A passionate insight into the exciting K-pop phenomenom.

· Charming and very different main characters tell the story from their 
point of view.

Heart and Seoul (trilogy)
By Silvia Aliaga and Tatiana Marco
Paula is a young dancer who’s newly arrived in the Korean capital. A 
few weeks ago she got a curious job offer and abandoned everything 
to settle in Seoul. She’s about to plunge in the world of K-pop, the 
Korean pop music phenomenon that is triumphing around the world.
Cris is a young British girl with a terminal disease who journeys to 
Seoul with a single goal: to give back a necklace to a K-pop superstar 
whose path crossed hers in England.
That superstar is Jay, a member of the band R*E*X. He’s lost touch 
with his old friends and the future of the group is in danger. Being a 
K-pop idol isn’t as wonderful as it looks in music videos.When the fates 
of these three strangers intersect, their lives will change forever.

K-pop, Friendship, Dreams, Romance, Music
400-660 pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· An insightful fantasy novel, full of adventure, mystery and romance, that 
reflects about identity and finding home.

· Written by Chiki Fabregat, winner of the 2021 Gran Angular YA award.

My Name is Zoila (trilogy)
By Chiki Fabregat
Zoila and her twin brother Liam live with their grandmother and lead 
a normal human life. They attend school, they have friends... but they 
also keep a secret: they have pointy ears and the power to cause death, 
heal wounds and read minds. That, of course, is the heritage of their 
mother, who was an elf… but their father was human, so now they are 
half one, half the other, and they seem to belong nowhere.
Zoila can’t find her place in the world, specially when they are called to 
join the elves. But do they want to go live with the people who let their 
mother die? Zoila will be swept into a new universe full of unexpected 
discoveries, where she will have to face the truth about her birth and, also, 
the greatest war of all time: the one that confronts elves and humans. 

Fantasy, Family, Romance, Identity
200 pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW, Russian NEW

Preview | English summary available

The Irregulars of Nanking Road
By Silvia Aliaga
Everyone knows who Sherlock Holmes is, but who knows about the 
Irregulars, his young street informants?
After the death of the famous investigator, the Irregulars split 
and Emma, a cunning eagle-eyed girl, decides to move to exotic 
Shanghai with her older sister. It’s time to straighten out her life and 
do something useful.
There she meets Jonathan, the introvert heir of the hotel she works 
in. And Shaoran, a local boy that works at the reception. It seems 
that Emma finally finds some stability, but mysteries await around 
the corner. A corpse in the presidential suite. Will Emma and her new 
friends solve the mystery before an innocent ends up in jail?

Detectives, Mystery, Friendship, Romance, Murder
352 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· The mystery of Sherlock Holmes mixed with the exoticism of Shanghai.

· A captivating novel with unforgettable and original characters, which 
tell the story from their different points of view.

The Water Gardens
By Silvia Aliaga
Destiny seems to have brought Julia, Shui, Olivier and Elio together, 
but the future of their friendship only depends on them.
On a train heading to Venice, young Julia and Shui share a coach. 
She is moving to the city of canals in order to study art in the 
prestigious Academy. He is going back home after many years 
living in Shanghai. Olivier Salgari is the heir of the richest and most 
important family in Venice, but he feels trapped inside a golden cage. 
Elio can’t stand Olivier, but he seems trapped too, since a motorbike 
accident suddenly destroyed all of his future plans. Neither of them 
knows, but the destiny of these four young people is already written 
in a long-forgotten, wonderful play: The Water Gardens.

Time travel, Adventure, History, Mystery, Romance
400 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English sample available

· A thorough novel about love, friendship and self-discovery, surrounded 
by the mystery of a cursed theatre play.

· An unforgettable summer in contemporary Venice, among rock music 
and skateboarding competitions.
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The Flower of Flame
By Alba Quintas Garciandia
No one knows what’s going on inside the high school. Students 
and teachers run through the building and try to get out at all costs 
while they hear sounds similar to gunfire... But that’s not possible, 
right?
A girl on the street has seen them getting inside and, yes, they were 
carrying guns. Another student shivers in the library after having 
witnessed a scene that he will never forget. And John... Where’s 
John? Why, when everyone is trying to run away, is he going down 
the hall towards the gunshots? Maybe he wants to tell the story 
himself. Because this is his story. And John’s story is the story of 
Columbine. Or maybe not.

Violence, Weapons, High school
296 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· An emotional story inspired by one of the most heartbreaking high 
school massacres.

· A thrilling tale filled with social criticism and sensitivity.

On the Other Side of the Screen
By Alba Quintas Garciandia
Luis is in his last high school year, but the exam for entering university 
is the least of his problems. He suffers bullying. More precisely, 
cyberbullying. The bully of his class, Alex, has managed to put everyone 
against him, and even Luis’s best friend, Juan Carlos, is a little to blame. 
Only the new girl, Alicia, seems to stand by Luis.
Some time after, the people who were there (teachers, parents, students) 
may ask themselves why they didn’t act. The story had a tragic ending, 
but they still wonder: could they have stopped it? 

Bullying, Friendship, Solidarity, Social network, High school
296 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Audio rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English summary available

· A deep reflection about the individual and collective responsibility in 
bullying situations.

· Winner of the Jordi Sierra i Fabra YA award in 2012.

A Tale of Violence

Werewolf (trilogy)

By Pedro Riera
Gabriel and Toni are close friends and have kept no secrets from 
each other since they were little. However, once they get to high 
school their friendship starts falling apart…
Is violence fair when it’s used to impose justice? Much to Toni’s 
dismay, Gabriel thinks so and is willing to go far to prove it.

“What looks like a novel of initiation actually has a much deeper 
reading, which brings you face to face with your preconceptions”. 
Esquire Magazine

By Pedro Riera
In that mountainous region, the belief in the existence of 
werewolves had been part of a centuries-old tradition that 
everyone felt very proud of, even though few took it seriously.
However, young Eduardo starts having doubts about it after a 
couple of close encounters with a strange presence in the forest, 
like some kind of predator... To make things worse, a certain 
rumour starts spreading, involving a werewolf hunter and writer 
that has just arrived at the village.

Social experiment, Philosophy, Friendship, Violence
240 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Loqueleo)
Audio rights sold: Spanish (Audible)
Preview | English sample available

Myths, Fantasy, Horror, Mystery, Romance
336 pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish (Saga Egmont) NEW

Preview | English summary available

· Best Books of 2020 Selection, Babelia (El País).

· Best Books of 2020 Selection, IBBY of Spain.

· A social experiment in the style of The Wave, but in the YouTube era.

· A chilling trilogy from multi-awarded author Pedro Riera.

· Myths and reality come together in this insightful story about a 
werewolves.
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Letters from The Desert
By Manu Carbajo
In the near future, the Military Service becomes mandatory again for 
everyone who is sixteen. This experience involves many things, but 
there is one that everyone is afraid of: The Desert, the worst place you 
can be sent to. No one knows where it is, they only know that it is arid and 
isolated. The most rebel teenagers are sent there, those who the State 
considers to be future parasites.
Aitor is forced to do the Military Service in this inhospitable place, and 
there he meets Oriol, a mysterious boy that will change his life forever. 
Together they will face the schemes and tortures of The Desert in order 
to reveal the terrible hidden truth of this military camp. Will they be able 
to end the Military Service and discover its secrets?

Dystopic, Action, Mystery, Military, Romance, LGTBQ+
320 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview | English summary available

· An addictive story that combines suspense and a life-changing love story.

· A disturbing setting that explores the possibilities of society in the future.

· A moving LGTBQ+ relationship.

The Power of Death
By Raquel Brune
Elias is a necromancer who is afraid of death and, well, everything really. 
So when he has to leave the comfort of the family antique shop and 
travel to London for an auction, he just knows it’s all going to go wrong. 
Death is very present in his life, but what worries him is what he sees 
in his dreams: the most painful moments from the lives of others. Or at 
least that’s what he thought he saw, until one night something strange 
happens: someone seems to be trying to communicate with him.
An enchanted statue, a combative activist and an old childhood friend 
(or enemy?) are set to disturb his peace and accompany him to Greece 
where something greater than the mystery of the powers of death 
awaits them.

Fantasy, Romance, Action, Mystery
392 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· First part in an addictive two-part urban fantasy for fans of Sabrina, 
Harry Potter and A Darker Shade of Magic.

· Antiques auctions where mystical beings make an appearance, an 
alternative London, enchantments in modern-day Greece...

Ariadna’s Revenge
By Alba Quinta Garciandia
Martina needs to get away and forget about what happened at the 
party. That’s why she flees in the middle of the night and winds 
up in that anonymous town, far from the city where everyone is 
already looking for the girl who disappeared without a trace during 
her boyfriend’s birthday party.
Astrid knows that the terrified girl who appeared in her house has 
lived through something very difficult, but what if wanting to help 
her isn’t enough? She isn’t even that welcome in town herself... In 
the end, if there is something people fear, it’s change.
“I was the shadow of the Spider; I was like an accessory, one which 
was never removed, but which in itself was barely important.”

Gender, Sexual violence, Romance, LGTBQ+
296 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· A sensitive story following the #MeToo, in the style of 13 Reasons Why 
and Speak, dealing with the case of a girl who’s raped by her boyfriend.

· In this book, healing turns into a place where there is place for new love.

· An exciting journey that puts all the classic elements of a sea adventure 
in a stimulating fantasy setting.

· An original combination of the 19th century with magic, perfect for 
steampunk lovers.

Lionheart (two books)
By Ana Roux
The Atlantic Ocean, 1805. Thousands of metres above the sea, the 
British and Napoleonic air forces battle it out to take control of Europe 
in their flying boats.
The ship Lionheart is under the command of Captain Fellowes. 
Following a tough battle, the Lionheart lands on an island populated 
by castaways, among them the captain’s daughter, Ellen. Far from 
civilization, she has discovered freedom. Both groups agree to work 
together, overcoming their differences, surviving pirate attacks and 
returning to England. But the foundations of this alliance begin to 
crack when a strange murder changes everything.

Steampunk, Adventure, History, Ships
480 pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview
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From Soulcial, with love? NEW

By Iria G. Parente and Selene M. Pascual
When Inma gets the assingment to write an article on Soulcial, an 
app for finding your soulmate, she knows it’s going to be torture. 
Over all when she is stood up in her first date.
Anyway, thanks to that she meets Kat. Soulcial doesn’t pair them, 
but they still feel attracted to each other immediately... Which 
would be perfect if it weren’t for Kat’s rule: never date a girl twice; 
that way you won’t get your heart broken.
Oliver, on the other hand, doesn’t share that rule: he is looking for 
true love: and he finds it: Soulcial considers that Inma and him have 
a 99% compatibility. They are, with no doubt, soulmates. But love 
rarely is an exact science, right?

Romance, LGTBQ+, Feel-Good
512 pages
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· A tender, funny and sensitive love story in the world of dating apps.

· Authentic, ironic and funny characters compose this love triangle.

· A romantic comedy by popular writers Iria G. Parente and Selene M. Pascual.

Antiheroes
By Iria G. Parente and Selene M. Pascual
A handful of teens in contemporary Madrid discover that their 
stranger powers (like controlling time or reading minds) aren’t as 
unique as they thought.
After being trapped by an organization who wants to recondition 
them at their headquaters in Madrid (hidden in a ghost metro 
station), the five protagonists manage to escape and use their 
powers for goals that aren’t exactly saving the world. Because who 
would want to be a hero... when they could be an antihero?
“Through some unique characters, Antiheroes reminds us that no 
power is more powerful than the one that comes from accepting 
and loving yourself for who you are.” Javier Ruescas, writer.

Science fiction, Superheroes, LGTBQ+, Friendship
528 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· TV rights sold to Globomedia. Among the screenwriters for the series is 
Javier Olivares, creator of the TV hit The Ministry of Time.

· For fans of The X-Men, Shadowhunters and Harry Potter, a novel full of 
action, humor, romance, LGTBQ+ relationships and good friendships.

Olympus 3. The Fury and the Labyrinth NEW

By Iria G. Parente and Selene M. Pascual
The latest instalment of Olympus, a series comprising standalone 
science fiction novels inspired by Greek mythology.
Mars, 2635. Olympus is a great corporation that divides society in 133 
Services based on the old olympian gods. In order to finish a group 
of rebels that threaten to destabilize the system, the Zeus Service 
creates HERO, a collaborative app that offers a great reward to those 
who manage to hunt down the insurrects.
Tess needs the reward for achieving something that she longs for, 
and also for getting her friends out of poverty. Thalia, on the other 
hand, doesn’t want the money: she only wants to find the insurrects 
in order to discover what happened to her brother.

Science fiction, Myths, Politics, Space, Dystopic
500 approx. pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· Popular webtoons, animated Netflix series… Greek mythology is on trend!

· Inspired in the figures of Theseus and Ariadne, The Fury and the 
Labyrinth is the latest instalment of popular Olympus series.

· The series deals with modern characters and current topics such as 
sexism and female emancipation, all set in a classical fantasy world.

· Over 10,000 copies sold.

Marabilia (series)
By Iria G. Parente and Selene M. Pascual
Once upon a time in a kingdom far, far away, a prince rewarded 
a wizard for rescuing a damsel in distress. Such a charming tale. 
What a shame none of it’s true! In reality, the prince yearns for 
glory and revenge, the wizard longs for a day when his spells won’t 
end in disaster and the damsel in distress dreams of fleeing a past 
that torments her. That and the memory of the man she’s killed. 
Once upon a time…
There are further four books written by the same authors, all 
set in the fantasy world of Marabilia. Each novel also works as a 
standalone story.

Fantasy, Gender, Adventure, Romance, Friendship
5 books (completed), 416 pages approx./book
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview
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Helena Lennox (trilogy)

The War of Gaiatra 1. Aramat’s Plot (trilogy)

By Victoria Álvarez
In 1923, Helena Lennox is 17 years old and has just one desire: 
to exchange the streets of London for a life of adventures and 
excavations in distant lands. As a result, when her parents set off 
for India to investigate the Ghost City of Bhangarh, she decides 
to join them... a few days later and in secret. Nonetheless, there, 
Prince Arshad of Jaipur (yes, the one who hates the British) will 
insist she does not follow them: Bhangarh is cursed and at twilight, 
when the royal palace is stained by darkness, all those who find 
themselves within its walls disappear without a trace.
A series full of mystery and supernatural adventures, with each 
book set in a different country with an exotic setting.

By Victoria Álvarez
In a country devoured by the desert, where technology obeys the 
laws of magic and the genie’s wishes are more than just a legend, 
a sultaness marries at nightfall each evening and beheads her new 
husband at daybreak each morning. Nobody in all Aramat seems 
willing to stand up to her; nobody except her own daughter.
Aged just 16, Princess Raisha sees her mother is destined to a 
dreadful fate. Desperate to try and save her, she flees the palace 
with the sultaness’ latest husband. But it doesn’t take long for 
Raisha to realise that things don’t always turn out the way you 
think: the man she helped isn’t who she thought, and the desert 
conceals more secrets than you could ever imagine.

Fantasy, History, India, Myths, Romance, Adventure
472 pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

Myths, Adventure, Fantasy, Steampunk, Romance
624 pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· A series set in the 1920s with echoes of Indiana Jones and Fantastic 
Beasts, written by acclaimed author (and art historian) Victoria Álvarez.

· Unforgettable, witty and strong characters.

· An imaginative new version of The Thousand and One Nights which puts 
women at the centre.

· Mysterious political plots and magical threats in a steampunk world.

The Voice of Amunet
By Victoria Álvarez
Egypt, 1346 B.C.: Ever since he can recall, Amunet has been able 
to communicate with animals, but his life turns upside down when 
the priests of Amun, the most powerful clergy in Ancient Egypt, 
discover his gift. Convinced that he is the piece they need in their 
political puzzle, they bring him to the temple of Ipet Sut, where he 
will begin his training as a heka or sorceror, serving the royal family.
Egypt, 1799: When Napoleon’s army takes control of Cairo, 
Shaheen’s thief gang receives a comission to raid an ancient tomb 
in the Valley of the Nobles. What Shaheen doesn’t know is that 
inside that tomb they’ll encounter the spirit of Amunet himself, 
trapped for over 3,000 years... and thirsting for vengeance.

History, Fantasy, Myths, Egypt, Adventure
712 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

Revenge, Family, Mystery, Murder, Rivalry, Far West
540 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· An exciting struggle for power set in Ancient Egypt, with touches of 
magic, perfect for fans of The Mummy.

· V. Álvarez shows her expertise in ancient times with a wonderful setting.

· A thrilling novel about strong women, set in the Far West.

· The story of a revenge with devastating consequences, confronting two 
ambitious and dangerous families.

Silverville
By Victoria Álvarez
In Silverville, Colorado, vengeance is about to strike a blow. When 
Grace Mallory settles in her in-law’s former mansion in 1872, 
rumours soon circulate in town. A lady living alone? Why hasn’t her 
husband John, the heir to the mining company, joined her? Ruby 
Lawrence knows the feeling of being underestimated as a woman, 
so it comes as no surprise that no one takes her mistrust of Grace 
seriously. Although her relatives should... After all, they murdered 
John’s father.
As the peace of Silverville crumbles, the two become part of an 
intricate game where only one certainty remains: the world is a 
stage, and men and women are merely players.
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Autumn in London (series)
By Andrea Izquierdo
Thanks to a grant, Lily travels to London to study in a luxurious 
center, but she soon finds herself embroiled up in a series of 
entanglements involving a Youtuber and her new classmates, who 
are used to the most exclusive side of London and hide stories and 
secrets that no one wants to air.

Romance, Friendship, Dreams, Gossip, Mystery
416 pages
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· The Autumn in London series has sold over 30,000 copies! 

· Infatuations and enmities in a potent mix that’s pure Gossip Girl and 
Pretty Little Liars.

· “It will grab you until the last page”. Blue Jeans, writer.

Monster Hunting Monster (series)
By Diana F. Dévora
Adrax is an artificial island full of individuals living beyond the 
reaches of the law. But it’s also home to real monsters, superhuman 
beings created for an unknown purpose.
Summer is one of those beings. As someone with the power to 
scorch things whenever she feels nervous, social relationships 
aren’t easy. But having been accepted by a group of mercenaries, 
she’ll go to any length to protect the only place she feels she fits in.
However, the job of catching a mysterious assassin will make 
Summer come face-to-face with a horrific past... and end up 
fearing that her worst enemy might just be right…

Dystopic, Action, Mystery, Science fiction, Superheroes
496 pages/book, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· A group of mercenaries with unusual powers confront each other in this 
thrilling illustrated series written by a comic author and videogame creator.

· Packed with twists and turns, fast-paced action, mystery, a love story 
full of tension.

· A sensitive novel about loss and mental health problems.

· Clever and deep, Beatriz Esteban talks about healing using a beautiful 
story of love and friendship with a ghost.

· For fans of Orange Is the New Black, a novel set in a woman’s prison.

· The story reflects about issues such as the dehumanization of prisoners.

· Beatriz Esteban was finalist for the Jordi Sierra i Fabra YA award in 2015.

Prisoners
By Beatriz Esteban
One day they told me: “Leire, don’t go to the jail, there are dangerous 
people in there.” And I surprised them when I answered: “And 
outside as well.”
Set in a women’s prison, Prisoners narrates this reality from two 
opposing points of view: that of Leire, who goes there as a volunteer, 
and that of Azahara, locked up for a terrible crime.
After publishing her first novel when she was twenty, the author 
was a volunteer in a summer camp for the prisoners of the Picassent 
Prison, the largest prison in Spain.

Gender, Crime, Prison
472 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

The Voices from the Lake
By Beatriz Esteban
Ireland, 1997. Bree returns with her mother to her childhood village to 
escape the pain of her father’s death. But the home they remember 
isn’t the refuge they had longed for: lightbulbs blow for no reason, 
plunging them into darkness; words appear in the mirrors, and there’s 
a supernatural chill in the rooms. Her friend Adam suggests she has 
a gift, an ability to detect paranormal presences. But to Bree, it feels 
more like a curse. After all, we’re all haunted by the invisible ghosts 
of our own pasts… it’s just that Bree’s are starting to become visible.
I no longer knew which ghost scared me more: the one living under 
our roof or the one living under our skin. I had no idea which one 
would kill us first.

Fantasy, Romance, Friendship, Supernatural, Loss
448 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

Book 1: Autumn in London
Book 2: Winter in Las Vegas
Book 3: Spring in Tokyo
Book 4: Summer in Barcelona (spin-off)
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Silver and Ice
By Alena Pons
They say taking part is what matters… Of course it is, but try telling 
that to an elite skater.
For Mariya Vilamarín, finishing top of the podium seems like a dream 
she just can’t reach. And the worst thing is that it’s her own sister 
who keeps beating her. Juggling her studies with a sporting career 
and a demanding mother on top of all this sibling rivalry, it seems 
impossible to keep all the balls in the air. So when the opportunity 
arises to train abroad, Mariya decides to take a leap into the unknown. 
Perhaps her new training partners can help her find her own light to 
shine… But to triumph on the rink means sacrificing your life for the 
ice. Watch out though, one slip and everything could change!

Dreams, Ice-skating, Rivalry, Friendship, Family
624 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· A story based on and off the ice, much in the style of Stephanie Perkins.

· Rivalry and escapades woven into an addictive plot full of twists.

· Alena Pons, ice-skating coach, talks about a world that she knows very well.

· Ambition and treachery in an amazing steampunk world.

· A choral novel where we get to know 13 deep and unforgettable 
characters.

Copper Heroes
By Marta Álvarez and Iguazel Serón
When the king of Galvania dies, a competition is held for the 
contenders for the throne. The goal? To find a series of magical 
objects before the time is up. The primary rules?
1) Participation must be made by teams.
2) It is forbidden for the objects to be used for self-benefit.
But soon, when both rules are broken, it becomes clear that what’s 
at stake is much more than the crown and that a few drops of spilled 
blood might end up splashing everyone. After all, why compete for 
a kingdom... when one could conquer it?

Rivalry, Adventure, Politics, Steampunk
696 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· An addictive science fiction novel, full of twists and political intrigue.

· The author is the translator of Star Wars and is very knowledgeable about 
it. In this novel, she makes lots of references which will delight fans.

Distant Stars
By Gema Bonnín
In the Qantus solar system, two planets inhabited by humans share 
the same orbit. While Tásidar is an advanced world where science 
and technology reign, Mitsval is the complete opposite. As diplomatic 
relationships begin to develop, both planets suffer simultaneous 
attacks. The assailants make differing demands on both planets and 
the weapons they use appear to come from the underground. 
Niki Rendix is a smuggler on Tásidar who is accused of taking part in 
one of the attacks. She flees, pursued by Lux Kentaurus, a sergeant 
in the Nebular Guard. But an incident occurs which leaves them both 
stranded in Mitsval. Their only way out is to work together to escape 
the hostile environment.

Science fiction, Space, Adventure, Love, Politics
472 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

The Iron Garden
By Gema Bonnín
For centuries, humans and the fey lived in harmony until the 
curse of one fairy changed everything. Nonetheless, the years 
have cooled the rivalry between both factions and there are even 
those who are willing to fight for peace between them.
It seems that the key lies in Elvia, a young girl who is half fairy and 
half human, who turns to the human court to resolve the conflict. 
Nonetheless, there the evil prince, forced to turn into a beast with 
the arrival of every full moon, has a very different opinion.
Perhaps a reconciliation isn’t possible. Or if it is, what will be the 
price?

Fantasy, War, Identity, Mystery
656 pages, B/W
Rights sold: Spanish
Preview

· Fantasy about fairies, in the style of Sarah J. Maas and Holly Black.

· A tale of two rival worlds that reflects about the possibility of 
reconciliation.
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For information regarding translation rights, 
please contact Ane Zulaika at:

rights@tormentalibros.com
Madrid, Spain

Psss! Do you need an illustrator?
Take a look at our new illustration catalogue.

mailto:rights%40tormentalibros.com?subject=Material%20request
http://new illustration catalog

